New offer: “Economics of Charitable Giving”

Starting this winter term the exam in “Economics of Charitable Giving” is offered by Prof. Khadjavi for the economic master programs FPO 2007 and FPO 2014.

It is attributed to the programs as follows:

FPO 2007 with 6 LP in the module „Public Economics“

„Optional Section in Economics“ (Master programs “Quantitative Economics”, “Economics”)

as well as Minor Subject „Economics“ (Master program “Quantitative Finance”)

FPO 2014 (all first semester students starting winter 14/15) with 5 LP

„Optional Section in Economics” (Master programs “Environmental and Resource Economics”, “Economics”, “Quantitative Economics”)

as well as Minor Subject “Economics” (Master programs “Quantitative Economics”, “Quantitative Finance”)
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